
 

Real Revit set up and its partnership with a BIM 
Execution Plan  

Justin James – REACH-Consulting Ltd.  
Scott Chatterton – CEI Architecture   

BM7557 Do you need to set up a workflow for the introduction of full BIM use on a project? Have 

your teams been struggling with adoption? Let us share our expertise with you as we 
take a broader look at what works and what doesn't from execution plans, down to simple 
file management. Regardless of your experience as a BIM manager on a project - you 
are certain to pick up valuable tips on true production Revit and the development/real-
world use of an Execution Plan. 

Learning Objectives 
At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Collaboration in a true BIM sense  

 Integrated Project team set up  

 The real use of a Project Execution Plan  

 Communication tips for BIM Managers - get your team on your side. 

About the Speakers 

Justin has been in our industry for over 23 years, having climbed the ranks after his 

apprenticeship in the UK from a BSE engineer, to lead coordinator and then to project 

manager, he took his skills and worked his early career in the UK as well as Australia, he 

moved to Canada in 2009’ running the 1st BIM 101 sessions and quickly establishing a 

reputation in the industry as a BIM leader, REACH was established in 2013 providing BIM 

implementation as part of the shift in industry’s process. He was appointed as Executive 

Director of aceBIM this year also, Justin’s passion is in education, working with government to 

provide a new breed of engineers to enhance the industry’s future, making new leaders in 

infrastructure design through new collaborative and technological methods. 

jjames@reach-consulting.ca 

Scott Chatterton is the BIM and Quality Control manager for CEI Architecture, one of Canada’s 

leading architectural firms for public and commercial projects. Scott has over 25 years of 

industry experience and has a long history of using Autodesk products as an architectural 

technician, Autodesk-certified AEC instructor and recently a member of the Autodesk Expert 

Elite program. Scott’s experience as a CAD manager, BIM manager and now also the Quality 

Control Manager has provided him with a variety of skills and experience on BIM and its impact 

on an Architectural firm. 

SChatterton@ceiarchitecture.com  
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Preamble 
 

WE WILL NO DOUBT BE UPDATING THIS DOCUMENT UP UNTIL THE PRESENTATION ON 

DECEMBER 2ND, SO PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CHECK BACK REGULARLY FOR UPDATES, 

WE SUGGEST YOU PRINT THIS HANDOUT AFTER ATTENDING. MANY THANKS. JJ & SC. 

At no point during our presentation are we going to say that the way we are describing our methods are 

the ONLY way… We would really enjoy to hear derivations of our methods during the presentation, which 

will help to mould the methods we use on a daily basis, improving the implementation of BIM and its 

theory on a modern project. We are more than happy to then send an update to our ‘guide’ at a later date 

and open it up through local user groups and forums and social media. We see no reason why our 

discoveries shouldn’t continue and encourage it. 

We have to continue to learn from each other, there is no secret rule book and we needn’t hide our 

workings from others, we perceive the lack of education and resources in our industry as a worldwide 

issue and we have to continue to make information, experience and knowledge open source. Just like the 

BIM theory – working collaboratively together through a single source to meet a single goal. To build 

buildings. 

 

If you think this will be the only document you will find on the web to assist you with a successful BIM 

project, well, you’d be wrong, which leads us to our golden rule: 

Try not to work in a silo, we can guarantee you are not the first to tackle such an exercise and the world 

wide web has a LOT to offer, in fact, we typed “How to successfully implement BIM” and no less than 

423000 results popped up! YOU ARE NOT ALONE… So never start with a blank sheet of paper, you 

needn’t. Seek out advice! If you simply cannot find a specific answer, then pose your question to the 

world! You would be incredibly surprised at the response you will receive! How – social media, forum’s 

your own or others that are already followed by many is a good place to start. You may end up being the 

next big blogger as a result. 

If the number one reason for failure to adopt is lack of knowledge and communication, use the project 

execution Plan to bridge the gap between both. 

Lastly, when you can’t find someone to follow, become a leader… 
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Collaboration in a true BIM sense 
 

Let us not forget the fundamental reason for collaboration in a modern project – it’s the model, so 

following is a check list to ensure that the model or models are indeed being used in a true BIM sense. 

We would like to take a moment to define the difference between a BIM and the BIM Theory. 

 BIM – Building an information Model – The production of a model and added information useful 

and relevant to all team members in a digital virtual environment. 

 BIM Theory – How the team use the BIM to work together. 

See the difference? Fundamental differences between these terms can be clarified at the beginning of the 

project to alleviate confusion later. And it is this simple mix up that causes the most confusion of all! 

So where do we start? It’s all about ensuring we set some ‘BIM theory’ rules, so there’s our first mistake, 

setting rules already! People don’t react well to being told what to do, so here is our take on constructively 

inspiring your team/s on how to jump on board. We have found that if we make some suggestions for 

topics to discuss and then open this up to the team for discussion, we can use their feedback to mould 

the plan moving forward, we achieve the same results, however, your team feels that they have 

contributed and that the decision are ultimately theirs – which they are. No egos ruined and you will see 

the benefits of how they work together to achieve one common goal, this also gives you the opportunity to 

see who the voices, the doers and the talkers are. This form of collective teaching has been around for 

some years and proves that the teacher needn’t tell his/her class what to do, but rather inspire the class 

to come up with the solutions themselves. After all, we have no real set rules of how to use a BIM on a 

project, it really is down to the team themselves, what the owner requires and what value it can give the 

team through the lifetime of the project, from concept to completion and even maintenance through its 

lifetime. 

So let’s concentrate first of all on using some simple tools to bring the team chatter together. One of the 

burning questions is who do we include on the initial BIM collaboration meetings, the simple answer is – 

EVERYONE. Types of initial questions will be: 

 How will we be communicating from this day forward? Emails, team emails, social media?!  

o The answer is all the above, but the trick is to store all communication in one place, this 

can be achieved by using an intuitive share site, such as SharePoint, BIM 360, this can 

also be as simple as an FTP site with live documents, the main items to consider are: 

 Ensure that ALL information sharing is in one easily accessible location 

o Define how often you will share information / models? 

o Who has access? 

o Who knows how to use the sharing interface? Yes – even training in this should be 

included, and what better place to put this guide, but in a welcome video link, right on the 

share site! 

Currently we seem to skip this fundamental step and wait for someone to make a decision, we suggest 

you start as you mean to go on. Look at your resources and ensure that you have all the right tools to 

hand to deliver each task. So are we talking about how we shall communicate through the BIM, or are we 

really just tackling a more fundamental issue? Which is, how do we communicate? We believe it is the 
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latter of the two and without defining this first, we cannot really move on to the correct use of a BIM. Let’s 

also define the difference, split these up and again, make a clear definition of the two and move forward 

with more clarification 

 Project Collaboration – How we shall communicate moving forward on this project. 

 BIM collaboration – How we shall be using the BIM to communicate. 

Collaboration takes on many forms, it can be as simple as sharing your BIM weekly to a full Integrated 

project delivery. Collaboration will make your project a success and save you time and money. 

Collaboration is made up of the three “C’s”, Coordination, Communication and Cooperation, true 

collaboration falls apart when one of these “C’s” is missing. 

Integrated Project team set up 
With clear communication tracks and healthy collaboration, comes roles. It is at this stage that we would 

recommend you start to assess your internal skills within the team, you are only as strong as your 

weakest link, so let’s ensure we are all strong by utilizing everyone’s strengths. Everyone can bring 

something to the table and with the previous section explaining the use of collective teaching, you should 

have everyone inspired to talk, however, let’s not forget the less vocal. The trick here is to find their 

preferred form of communication, the quietest member in the room may well become your best technical 

lead, not all like their voice to be heard through the spoken word! We all communicate in different ways 

and perhaps we are in an age where we can hide behind a screen and yet become the most powerful 

geek online. FYI – we use ‘geek’ in the most self-confessed techy way possible.  

So you have decided how you will collaborate and through what forms of communication, the next step is 

to ensure you have the right players for the production team and support network around them. Let’s be 

clear at this point, you should have included the entire team at the initial meetings and now it is time to 

whittle this large team down in to separate groups. This will not just be an internal team, this will need to 

be a collective of all disciplines across the project team, from consultant to sub trades, the sooner you get 

the entire team speaking regularly, through one channel for all to see, the smoother your production 

should run. 

Project Team Set-up 
There may be a number of people in the office working on the project but unless there is a defined 

hierarchy of the Revit project team you may not be working efficiently. By structuring your team and 

assigning roles you create efficiency in time and productivity. Structure like this helps people concentrate 

on their task at hand, it also reduces overlap of work and provides some consistency in project standards, 

content and responsibility. REMEMBER – TIME = MONEY. Better utilised production time = a more 

streamlined project delivery. 

Here's an example of team structure: 

 

Job Captain 

 Lead role in preparing contract documents 

 Oversees creation and development of the CD’s 

 Design construction details 

 Coordination junior members of project team 

 Organizes project team coordination and work meetings 
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 Oversees the project team and work schedule, Team Whip. 

 Reviews drawings and identifies changes 

 Completes a periodic review of the drawings using the DWG project checklist 

 Coordinates other consultants (non-model specific) 

 Assists with Tender 

 Drawing Organization and Quality control 

 Reviews and identifies changes required by the project (may be a result of client or consultant 

meetings) 

 

BIM Captain 

 BIM Modeling only 

 Prevent “over modeling” by others 

 Manages the “I” in BIM. Information in the families and model elements. 

 Defines schedulable information 

 Manages family content 

 

Detail Captain 

 Coordination off drawing standards between consultants and internal staff 

 Manages the CEI drawing standards 

 Manages the CEI drawing process 

 Works with the Job captain on what details need to be included 

 Layout/sequence of sheets  

 Organization of project browser views, legends etc. 

 

Project Support Technician 

 Assist with design development 

 Assist with contract documents 

 Draw marked changes 

 Produce detail drawings from sketches 

 Research materials and finishes 

 Assist with Tender 

 Assist with Contract Administration 

 Assist with Contract close out 

 

By better defining the roles that are assigned to people we can manage the workflow of a project creating 

better efficiency. With the addition of the BIM Captain and the Detail Captain, along with additional 

definition of the Job Captain, we can better manage the staffing resources assigned to a project. By 

clearly assigning roles and responsibilities of each team member of a project it reduces confusion over 

who is responsible for specific tasks. 

Multiple roles can be assigned to specific people.  
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For example a project may only require four key people:  

 

 Project Architect 

 Job Captain 

 BIM Captain  

 Detail Captain 

 

The project’s architect will attend meetings, and deal with the client etc. The Job Captain can work closely 

with the project architect and the consultants as well as overview the development of the CD’s. The BIM 

Captain develops the Revit Model and works closely with the Detail Captain who manages the 

development of the Revit file and organization of the sheets etc. Both the BIM Captain and the Detail 

Captain take on the role of the Revit Technicians. 

On smaller projects the BIM Captain and Detail Captain may be assigned to the same person. 

On larger projects each role will be assigned to specific individuals. Depending on the scale and scope of 

the project the skill level and experience of the person will play a factor on what role will be assigned. This 

gives less experienced staff the opportunity to experience each these roles. 

Support Your Team Members 
As an active BIM Manager you will have the best knowledge of your staff’s skillsets. Quite often you will 

know who the best person capable for a specific project is. Communicate regularly with project managers 

and discuss what Tech’s are available (or coming available) and make suggestions which people would 

be suited for which project teams. Keep in mind that you don’t want to burn out your Revit Power Users, 

typically after a particularly arduous project, give that team a break and recommend them for a simpler 

“fun” project, and on the other hand gently push those tech’s that you think are ready for it, to step into the 

role of Project BIM Captain. Resist the urge to step in and take over a project - it’s not your role! 

 

The real use of a Project Execution Plan 

As we started this document with a preamble – we strongly recommend you do the same in your 

execution plans, our favourite is to ensure to mention that it is a guide and it is not a legel document! (Yet) 

You may have realised that up to now, we have been listing a LOT of rules / guidelines of how to build 

and integrate the team, who will do what and how, this leads us to the point of where all these rules / 

guidelines live? All too often we seem to work the other way around, ideally the teams input becomes the 

Project Execution Plan and then houses more information 

Golden rule – don’t start with a blank sheet – you needn’t you can grab a great starter for ten from a 

number of sources, our personal favourite, has to be Penn State, however, here is a list of a few others: 

 MIT BIM Execution Plan 

 Princeton University BIM Execution Plan Template 

 Western Michigan University, BIM Project Execution Standards Guide 

 Indiana University BIM Execution Plan 

http://bim.psu.edu/Project/resources/default.aspx
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 NBIMS – National BIM Standard – US 

 NatSPEC National BIM Guide 

 AEC (UK) BIM Protocol Project BIM Execution Plan 

 CIC BIM Protocol 

 CPIx BIM Execution Plan (CPIC) 

You may even find a number of resources for support documents of a Project Execution Plan, and if you 

would like to comment on parts of any of these documents, I think you will be pleasantly surprised that 

people will help you when you email / contact them, you may be even help to mould the next version! 

So, we could go through every section of a Project Execution Plan and we would take approximately a 

day up of your time, but we don’t have the time to do this, but you do! In fact, we strongly suggest that 

you go through each and every single section of the plan as a team, we can’t stress this enough, although 

we have discussed many sections in a mixed order through this presentation so far, we need to say 

something important: The plan sections are not limited to what comes out the box! One of our biggest 

‘add ins’ has to be: 

Statements of expectations 

This section ends up becoming the longest and most read and referenced section of the plan! Here is a 

quick overview of the kinds of items covered in these statements: 

 How we shall be using the BIM 

 To what level of detail we shall be modeling to 

 What we hope to achieve by using BIM – personal goals / team goals 

 We intend to achieve this…. 

Quite often we see each team member use this statement to ‘cover’ themselves and also depict what 

they expect others to do! This is perfect! Why, because it gets the team talking and a clear definition of 

who does what becomes apparent. Let us remember that the true life span of a BIM is based on it moving 

forward in a natural state from team to team, going through an increase in level of detail/development 

(LOD) from concept to conceptual massing, (basic 3D) through to a fully functioning and analyzed 

working model with an LOD of 500 and intelligent, relevant, live information linked to the model through 

smart parameters on every inch of the modelled elements. 

It is this that defines the value of a BIM. No re-work, no overlap. Let’s use the 4x400m Olympic Relay final 

as an analogy, months of training goes in to each of the four members of the team, they have a good 

starter, a strong middle pair and then their fastest finisher to combine to make the best team, and the 

baton is passed seamlessly between the four. This is much like a project model, the consultant team start 

(ad know where to stop) they pass the model on to the construction manager, who adds more detail and 

then passes it on to the sub trade team, who use it to construct the building by adding even more detail, 

who eventually pass it on to the resident maintenance team, who will continue to use this smart model 

until the building is no longer in use. However, the materials for the demolition can literally be calculated 

from the model based on its original design! 
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Some tips on developing your own PxP and LOD Matrix 

Keep it simple and specific to each project depending on the scale and scope of work. The PxP is a 

“living” document that should be customised to suit the needs of the project. If you try to apply a standard 

PxP to every project you may miss crucial aspects that are specific to the project or overwhelm the project 

team which could then backfire on you.  

Have a frank discussion with the team on what the expectations are of the PxP and customise the LOD 

matrix to suit the project’s needs. Be flexible in the LOD of the project. For example a Hospital may have 

an LOD of 350 with some specific disciplines at a higher level, other “simpler” projects may only require a 

LOD of 300 with some elements being an LOD of 200 or 100. Your project may be at a LOD of 325! 

Set up meetings to frequently review the milestone requirements, compare these milestones against 

actuality and the LOD matrix. Make adjustments as required. I often have face to face BIM Lead meetings 

that involve the actual people involved in the modeling. Decisions on collaboration and modeling issues 

can be easily resolved face to face, you also develop a relationship with these team member which 

facilitates communication. Communication is key on any project, there is a fantastic device available that 

allows us to instantly speak with another person… it’s called the telephone! We tend to rely email for 

communication and typically expect an instant response. In the time it takes you to write the email you 

could have called them and dealt with the issue a lot faster.   

Include the contractors, in both the PxP plan and meetings and the LOD matrix. Once again depending 

on the scope and type of project, contractors, trades and suppliers are a wealth of knowledge when it 

comes to their speciality, utilise that knowledge to make your project a success. 

Be prepared to manage your consultants…. the “BIM Coordination Strategy” document that I use at the 

start of every project where all parties who will be involved with the BIM meet and we clearly outline the 

scope of work, the Level Of Development (LOD) as well as the contact information of the project BIM 

Captain and schedule model coordination dates. This allows us to lay the ground rules early and 

establishes a good protocol for BIM and the project. We also establish file sharing protocols and methods 

of collaboration including file types, file naming convention, software version and specifically what 

software to be used.  
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Communication tips for BIM Managers - get your team on your side. 
 

We really wanted to use this section for a number of BIM manager tips and tricks and also to cover the 

elusive ‘Revit set up!’ question 

o Model size considerations – split? 

o Origin and orientation. 

Survey, control point 

Establish a Survey control point early in the project. Typically what I will do is establish 

this in a “blank” file along with basic levels and a coordination set of grids (that can evolve 

at a later date) and then share that file with the consultants to acquire coordinates. I also 

include a coordination family that consists of a 3D cross hairs to help facilitate model 

coordination with those using 3D programs other than Revit. 

o File naming convention. 

Consistency 

o Layer naming convention. 

o Construction tolerances. 

Zero Tolerance 

o Drawing sheet templates. 

o Annotation, dimensions, abbreviations and symbols. 

o Attribute data. 

o Typical template use – We would like to state that we have MANY online for us to start 

with and our own internal standards to. 

 

 

Template, Template, Template…. A good template helps, a GREAT template is “invaluable”. 

Having a manual is great…. When people read it and keep it handy. Experience is that after the 

standards document is created it is quickly out of date and easily forgotten and left on the shelf. 

By incorporating your standards into the template it makes it easier for people to follow. 

Don’t be so rigid in your standards, they’re a guideline not hard and fast rules! Our industry is full of 

creative people who need boundaries but not fences. If it works and doesn’t adversely affect the process 

(i.e.; keeps the look and information consistent) give your staff the flexibility to improve how things are 

done, this can only be done if they have permission to “colour outside the lines”.  
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What Template to Use? 

Create specific templates for specific tasks…  

For example, have two basic templates. 

 A template for Conceptual design and another template for working drawings. The Conceptual design 

template is a stripped down version of the Working drawings template, the project browser is simpler, the 

family content is more basic and the loaded families are specific to conceptual design. This makes it a lot 

easier for someone doing conceptual design using Revit to focus on design rather than the distraction of 

too many families loaded into the project. 

Maintain your template and track any updates: 

Track your updates by numbering and dating each version, typically do a number of updates to the 

template all at once and then email everyone letting them know what’s new in the template, this keeps the 

template “fresh” and in the minds of the users. 

Specify a Starting View: 

Use your Starting View to your advantage, set the Starting View as a project Welcome/Message board 

where team members can communicate in the environment they are comfortable working in. 

This achieves a couple things, the “Message Board” or “Starting View” is a Legend view which loads very 

quickly when opening the project and is the default view for a project. 

Place relevant project information on this view which team members can refer too such as contact 

information of the consulting tech’s, typical line type styles and weights, instruction on how to use specific 

families or schedules as well as how to use the project browser. Team members can place messages or 

reminders as well as communicate with other team members. 

Families: 

Don’t over burden your template by trying to include absolutely all the content you can ever imagine you’ll 

need in your project. 

Only put in the basics that are required immediately, any other families the project require can be drawn 

from the support directory, BIM library or Warehouse files. An example of this would be to include a 

standard commonly used title sheet and cover page, any other title sheet sizes can easily be brought in, 

the same applies to wall styles, stair and railing, basic millwork etc. Have available sample project files 

where users can go and easily select the families they need to include in a project. 

Some of your users will prefer to search the web for families especially if they can’t easily find what they 

are looking for in the component library. Ask your users to send you a link to the download before 

inserting it into their project, this will allow you to see if you already have a similar family, or to inspect and 

audit the new families before making it available to your users, some families are too “heavy” or can even 

crash and corrupt your project. 
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Warehouse files are project files containing common components or elements easily accessible to users. 

These warehouse files can be opened using another application of Revit and copied into the project, the 

beauty of these warehouse files is that the content is easily accessed, for example a warehouse file for all 

millwork families clearly showing and labeled in 3D making the selection of the appropriate family easier 

than scrolling through the numerous families in the millwork library. Have a Warehouse file containing 

families specific to sectors, such as Recreation, Healthcare, and Education as well as separate 

Warehouse files containing walls, doors, stairs and railing, typical details and all detail components. 

These Warehouse files promote consistency in drawing content and standards (family data such as tags, 

description etc. is consistent) and makes it easier for the user to select the appropriate component. These 

types of files also allow you as the BIM Manager to maintain standards and manage family content for 

accuracy and suitability. 

Make your Template Work for You: 

Utilize the information in your model to work for you. Include into your CD template numerous schedules 

that “auto-populate”, filling in the schedule content and information while the model is being developed. 

For example a master door schedule where all the data parameters is visible in one “Door Schedule” 

schedule that appears on the sheet with specific information. The master schedule allows users to control 

parametric information that doesn’t necessarily have to appear in the door schedule but still need to 

manage the information as it applies to the model.  

Other schedules that can “Auto” populate: 

 Occupancy load 

 Room finish 

 View  

 Wall  

 Washroom 

 Change tracker schedule 

 

Same can be applied to legends, standard views and even typical details. The goal is to have the 

template be a tool that you can use that helps you populate the drawings by already containing typical 

content you have to create each time you start a project. 

 

A lot of schedules require a “Shared Parameter” file which requires some experience to set up, but once 

it’s done it simplifies the exchange of parameter information from the families.  

Sharing with Consultants: 

Communicate with your consultants on what families to use early on in the project. Request from the 

Mechanical and Electrical consultants the families they would like to use for lighting, plumbing fixtures, 

HVAC etc. This way you are not duplicating components and the consultants can easily use the 

components placed in the Architectural model.  

Just because we are now modelling – let’s not forget our graphic standards! 
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